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Integrated Decentralised



Market integration

Regional market

Regional 
operational 

entity

Regulation, 
• Harmonization, 
• Some transfer of powers 

from NRAs to ACER?

System operation
• Harmonization
• Relationship with TSOs - could 

accountabilities be split?

Change a continuation of what has gone before
Challenges more political than technical



Decentralization

• Decentralized RES will have a major role in delivering decarbonisation
• Currently 90% of renewables connected to distribution grids

• Increased flexibility requirement - demand side needs to play its part.
• Reducing balancing costs & need for peaking plant, managing network constraints 

• Markets & regulation must accommodate many more participants
• Prosumers, active consumers, service providers

• Consequences uncertain 
• issues of network cost allocation, consumer protection  & exclusion likely to arise

• Regulation will need to more flexible & able to respond to rapid change
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Winter package 

Develop short-
term markets

Market to 
reflect real 

value of energy 

De minimis 
trading value 

of 1 MW
Service definitions 

to reflect  DR 
characteristics

Linking 
wholesale & 

retail markets 

Contract with 
aggregator without 

supplier’s permission

No supplier- aggregator 
compensation

Common & 
supportive 

prosumer rules
right to a smart 

meter & dynamic 
tariff

Prices capped 
only at VoLL

Wholesale market 
reform

Enabling customer 
participation



Implementation may be challenging

• Scarcity pricing & removal of price caps other than when set at 
VoLL
– Public, political acceptability?
– Need for enhanced market monitoring?

• Accommodating prosumers
– Network charging, how to apportion network costs appropriately?

• Dynamic energy tariffs
– Risks for consumers
– Need to protect customers who can’t or will not engage?



Issues related to increasing network investment costs

• Incentivizing DSOs to innovate & consider alternatives to 
traditional investment
– Majority of DSOs consider regulation is at best neutral in terms of 

innovation (Eurelectric).  How best to incentivize?

• Contestable approach to network investment
– Network costs are rising, can contestability provide better value for 

customers & additional sources of investment?

– Would a contestable approach & many small asset owners enhance 
the case for ISOs? 



About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that focuses on the 
long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power sector. RAP has deep expertise in 
regulatory and market policies that:

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org


